


How blockchains will transform the 

domain industry



ICANN: Slow, Censored, and Political

“Unless there is a good reason to restrain it, innovations should be allowed to 

run free” -Peter Thrush, Chairman, ICANN



Blockchain Domain Names

1. No central authority to 

decide which new TLDs 

are approved

2. Users control their 

domains and they can’t 

be taken away

3. Innovative Payments and 

Emerging ID Technology





Current State of Blockchain 

Domain Names



Technology Comparison

ICANN Blockchain DNS Blockchain DNS 2030

App Integrations

Websites

Email

ID

Payments



Blockchain domains are an emerging asset class

● .crypto, .eth, .bit, .eos, .neo, .zil, .rsk, .pid



.eth sales

● $33M in 1st year

● 252K domains sold

● Top domain sold for $3.5M



# of Cryptocurrency Users is Growing Fast



How big can this market get?

DNS

1500+ current tlds

300+ million registered domain 

names

10+ billion in digital assets

Mostly for business.

Blockchain Names

< 10 current tlds, <1M currently 

registered domains.

Expect 200 million cryptocurrency 

users by 2024

Mostly for personal.  Every crypto 

users needs a crypto name.  



What blockchain domains do well



Censorship Resistant Websites



Payments

Payment routed to account

1CfaunqrVpcXmpLheUVWeSP1KPsKDha1Nb (Bitcoin)

0xbb9bc244d798123fde783fcc1c72d3bb8c189413   (Ethereum)

0718239283 (ABA routing number)

0xjdjlkjMtyV5XQU26pzY6MGe5aXyQr3blah   (etc.)

Type this

domain.crypto



Domain Names as Payment Processor

domain.crypto



ID, a voluntary “WhoIs” Info Disclosure



Security



Works With Current Technology

Blockchain Record:  google.com.verify



How do I launch a blockchain TLD?



Simplified :-)



How it actually works 

Blockchain records are written and read publicly

*https://medium.com/zkcapital/handshake-ens-and-decentralized-naming-services-explained-2e69a1ca1313

https://medium.com/zkcapital/handshake-ens-and-decentralized-naming-services-explained-2e69a1ca1313


Users interact directly with the registry

● Users own their own 

keys

● Users control data 

associated with their 

names

● No single point of 

failure

https://medium.com/coinmonks/blockchain-public-private-key-cryptography-in-a-nutshell-b7776e475e7c

https://medium.com/coinmonks/blockchain-public-private-key-cryptography-in-a-nutshell-b7776e475e7c


Technology

App Integrations

Web Portal

Developer Libraries

Name Auction

Smart Contracts



Our TLD Projects

Sunrise registration 

for Trademark 

starts today!

Sunrise 

Registration 

Coming Soon!

Pre-registration for 

.zil domains now 

live!

.crypto .pid .zil





We’d like to work with you

● Launch pure blockchain based TLDs (.coin, .token, etc.)

● Update current ICANN TLDs

○ Add blockchain payments for traditional TLDs

○ ID for social, KYC / AML, Trademarks, etc.

○ Blockchain security for TLDs

● ICANN TLD owners interested in dual blockchain + 

ICANN hybrid registrar models


